
 

 
 

Subject: Sell-out Democrats Throw Your Portfolio Under the Bus 
 

 

Sickening Sell-Outs! 
 

60 Senators Throw U.S. 
Economy Under The Bus... 
Your Portfolio's Next  

 
Dear Fellow American,  
 
On a cold Christmas Eve that will live forever in the annals of 
betrayal, the Senate voted 60 to 39 to seize ownership of the U.S. 
healthcare system ... and sell your financial future down the 
river.  
 
My friend, if I didn't see it happening, I wouldn't believe it. But here it 
is: a national economic catastrophe rushing straight at those of us 
who work, save and invest. And there isn't much time left to protect 
your money ...  
 
Consider this: in the face of 7 million lost jobs, double-digit 
unemployment and budget deficits guaranteed to stay above $1 
trillion indefinitely ... Obama's party will now slither behind closed 
doors (with Rah Emanuel in charge) to secretly fill in the fine print of 
the most costly government entitlement program in U.S. history and 
then shove it down our throats.  
 
What we are witnessing is an economic policy that seems 
INTENDED to wreak havoc on the U.S. economy and financial 
markets.  
 
Indeed, the only way to fund the ObamaCare, monstrosity will be to 
print money at unprecedented rates, run up gigantic deficits and 
keep raising taxes on "the rich"... the precise opposite of what an 
economy in deep recession needs to recover.  
 
So, instead of improving the economy, the situation's only going to 



get worse.  
 
Once the Obama administration cranks up the printing press, we're 
doomed. It's almost a certainty we'll see hyperinflation and economic 
chaos ... worse yet, the possibility of another stock market meltdown 
looms.  
 
And just when you thought it couldn't get any worse ... Obama's now 
talking about a SECOND stimulus package ... to be added to the 
already $800 billion that hasn't done a single positive thing for the 
economy.  
 
The writing's on the wall. You must act now to protect your financial 
well-being. Hyperinflation is murder on the markets, and merciless to 
your savings. It erodes your buying power on a daily basis.  
 
Wealth that took years to build bleeds away before your eyes.  
 
But one of the smartest investment experts I know, Nicholas Vardy, 
points out that investors can still do just fine during periods of 
hyperinflation. Just like they did when hyperinflation gripped the 
country during the Jimmy Carter years.  
 
They accomplished these gains by positioning their money in 
investments uncorrelated to the hemorrhaging Carter stock market 
... and by insulating their portfolios with investments that were 
leveraged by inflation.  
 
In other words, inflation made money for them. And here's the good 
news for you. Such investments exist today.  
 
Vardy advises: As Obama spends us to record levels of 
hyperinflation, topping the disastrous Carter era, "buy and hold" will 
be financial suicide for your portfolio. But he adds: "No matter what 
the state of the financial markets, there is always a strategy out 
there that can make you money."  
 
Nicholas, an American based in London, can back it up, too. 
Remember those awful months of September, October, and 
November 2008 -- especially, the bloody week of October 6? The 
DOW crashed to the tune of minus 17%.  
 
That same week Vardy's Global Stock Investor portfolio made 
money. How was that possible? Vardy's investments were 
strategically "uncorrelated" to the overall stock market. Very likely, 



that was the only way to make money -- possibly in the world -- that 
week. And Nicholas Vardy made money for his investors.  
 
That's the Vardy strategy. Seize opportunities wherever they may 
be. Let go of strategies that worked during the Great Bull Market of 
the 1980s and 1990s -- and position your money for the 
Hyperinflation Market of the Obama years. There will be gains to be 
made. And Nicholas will make sure you're in on them.  
 
I follow Vardy's advice closely and admire his economic and 
investment insights.  Full disclosure: I receive a percentage of each 
Global Stock Investor subscription sold, but I wouldn't do this if I 
did not believe in his abilities.  
 
Remember, when Obama's $800 billion stimulus farce and projected 
$1.8 trillion deficit trigger the inevitable "Category 5" hyperinflation 
hurricane -- markets may well tank to record lows ... exceeding 
those of the last crash.  
 
Don't believe the current "false recovery." If your financial advisor (or 
your Obama-worshipping brother-in-law) advises you to get back 
into regular mutual funds -- beware.  
 
Instead, be smart. Try the brilliant investing strategies in Nicholas 
Vardy's Global Stock Investor. Don't let Obama's hyperinflation 
bleed your money away. You worked too long and hard to earn it. I 
urge you to give Vardy a try. Click here to learn more.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dick Morris 
Fox News Commentator  
 
P.S. Right now, for a limited time, you can get a full year of Nicholas 
Vardy's Global Stock Investor for about the cost of a mid-priced 
dinner for two. Of course, with all the great investment tips you'll be 
getting, you'll be able to afford lots of dinners -- high-priced ones at 
that.  Click here to learn more. 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 


